
US DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Angel is the IVR backbone for the Department of State Program that processes VISA applications for 
those coming into the United States requiring a Working Visa or Citizen’s Visa. The IVR is primarily used 
to deliver information such as what documentation is needed to apply, but also automates tasks such 
as scheduling and rescheduling of appointments.  This application ramped from seven thousand minutes 
per day to almost 50 thousand minutes per day in the span of four months, now running more than 
one million minutes per month through Angel. 

US MARINE CORPS
Within the span of just a couple of days, Angel created a simple inbound information line allowing 
military personnel to report base-wide issues and the location of a particular problem by leaving a 
voice mail which is then sent to an email address for immediate action.  In addition, there are options 
to hear pre-recorded messages about scheduled utility outages or interruptions.  Piloted at a major 
Marine base in California, this program is positioned to roll out to additional bases throughout the 
country.

US ARMY
The U.S. Army was faced with an immediate need to set up a crisis hotline to handle an immediate 
spike in calls related to troops returning from overseas service.  Based on its speed of deployment and 
ability to handle dispersed agents, the Army selected Angel’s Virtual Call Center solution to manage 
the new hotline.  The hotline was deployed in under three days and handled more than 1,300 calls in 
the first month. In addition, the hotline provided soldiers and family members an additional means to 
resolve medical-related issues, without circumventing the chain of command.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Angel created an inbound call center for a federal government-sponsored health care program assisting 
consumers who are un-insurable through traditional insurance plans or who may have been denied 
medical coverage in the past.  Three toll-free numbers provide a gateway for persons living within the 
29 states sponsoring this health insurance initiative.  The call center was deployed in less than three 
weeks and quickly grew to 125,000 minutes per month.  Rollouts in additional states are planned.  

NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY
In order to improve the productivity and effectiveness of the undergraduate admissions staff, Angel 
created an inbound IVR to handle the majority of calls that did not require agent interaction, to include 
contact information, campus visit scheduling, application processes, enrollment for returning students, 
out-of-state for residency reconsideration, and financial aid and scholarship program inquiries. The 
system also streamlined routing to admissions staff and all other calls.  Angel’s solutions at NC State 
have since grown to include applications within the University Help Desk, College of Engineering, and 
Scholarships and Financial Aid departments.
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